
N5 Media 



Learning Intention 

•To critically consider 
how colour impacts 

on media 



What colour…. 

•Would you wear to a funeral? 

•What colours does a clown wear? 

•What colour do you immediately 
associate with Cadbury? 



Colour and connotations 

•When a film maker creates a 
film they are banking on us 

understanding the colours in a 
certain way and interpreting 

their meaning in a certain way 



•What does the 
colour red make us 

think of? 



what does the 
colour black make 
us think of? 



Colour connotations 

•All colours carry some kind of association or 
connotation that the film maker wants us to 
understand  
•When making a horror film, the film maker 
wants us to think of all darkness, sadness etc
that comes with the colour black. 
•Or a film maker might dress a character in red if 
they want them to appear seductive etc



Colour connotations 

•The best way to think about it is what is 
the colour trying to communicate with 
the audience

•Remember a film maker is always trying 
to communicate something with the 
audience, it is never random 



Task 

•Complete the colour wheel in your booklets. 

•Around the edge write the connotations of 
each colour. 

•You will be given a second handout to help 
you. 

•Stick this handout into your jotter so that it 
does not get lost 



• https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=FYQHDadIDxk

• Look at, and complete the Virgin Atlantic questions in your handout  

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=FYQHDadIDxk


What are the Irn
bru colours? 



•https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=e5ocaypgR
HM

•How many times do you see blue and orange? 

•Explain why some of the cast are dressed in 
these colours? 

•How do the colours used in the advert fit into 
the branding? 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=e5ocaypgRHM


Brief 

• Imagine you have a blank living room set for an ‘ordinary Scottish 
family’. You are about to film an action scene in the room, in which 
the family will defend their home from invaders. Write a paragraph, 
or sketch out the scene. 

• Consider the colour décor and the costume colour and what this 
might imply to the audience. 


